2020-2021 ASPHO Volunteers

“Volunteers don’t get paid, not because they’re worthless, but because they’re priceless.”- Sherry Anderson

Thank you to the following members who have contributed time and effort during the past year, serving on the ASPHO board, committees, task forces, as liaisons, and SIG Chairs. In addition, the Society thanks all faculty members who contributed to ASPHO educational events.

Peter Adamson
Olufolake Adisa
Zeinab Afify
Shiley Aguilar
Ibrahim Ahmed
Sarah Alexander
Wendy Allen-Rhoades
Victor Aquino
Saro Armenian
Sherif Badawy
Nihal Bakeer
Jacquelyn Baskin
Jill Beck
Anna Bennett
Carolyn Bennett
John Bergsagel
Amy Billett
Vandy Black
Susan Blaney
Scott Borinstein
Krystal Bottom
Julienne Brackett
Leonardo Brandão
Nicholette Breier-Adkins
Katharine Brock
Valerie Brown
Tanya Brown
Shannon Carpenter
Roland Chu
Stacy Cooper
Scott Coven
Shelley Crary
Susan Creary
Timothy Cripe
Gary D. Crouch
Christopher Dandoy
Chandi Dargan
Wendy Darlington
Rosa Diaz
David Dickens
Jorge Di Paola
Leili Dolatshahi
Sinisa Dovat
Meghan Drayton-Jackson
ZoAnn Dreyer
Karen Effinger
Rachel Egler
David Eisenstat
Michael Engel
Adam Esbenshade
Jaime Estrada
Corey Falcon
John Fargo
Sana Farooki
Angela Feraco
Michael Ferguson
Jonathan Fish
Aron Flagg
Lindsay Frazier
Bridget Freeman
Melissa Frei-Jones
Alex George
Stewart Goldman
Sara Graciaa
Doug Graham
Neil Grossman
Josephine Haduong
J. Nathan Hagstrom
Ann Haight
Erin Hall
Sarah Hall Cooper
Adrienne Hammill
Rabi Hanna
Paul Harker-Murray
James Harper
Caroline Hastings
Robert Hayashi
J Allyson Hays
Jessica Heath
Sara Halmig
Meret Henry
Nobuko Hijiya
Joanne Hilden
Lindsey Hoffman
Mary-Jane Hogan
Jeffrey Hord
Frederick Huang
Winston Huh
Monica Hulbert
Carole Hurvitz
Ionela Iacobas
Julie Jaffray
Tracey Jubelirer
Dominder Kaur
Jennifer Kesselheim
Shakila Khan
Sajad Khazal
Julie Krystal
Wilbur Lam
Patrick Leavay
YoungNa Lee-Kim
Kasey Leger
Glen Lew
Karen Lewing
Robert Liem
Kenneth Lieuw
Holly Lindsay